IMPORTANT PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
On August 15, 2018, the full Rainbow Currency (TWNKL) is moving to a
new blockchain (TwnklChain). Only TWNKL on PerNum Wallets
(www.pernum.com) will be automatically moved. Thus, it is crucial that all
TWNKL are transferred from the Ethereum blockchain back into the
SafeZone on or before August 14 at 12pm U.S. Pacific time.
Remaining old TWNKL on the Ethereum blockchain won’t be supported
after the move. Most likely their value will drop to ZERO (US$0.0000).
This is NOT a soft fork or hard fork!
More than 99% of the old TWNKL are already in the main wallet and won’t
be used anymore after the move. The remaining TWNKL must be
transferred to PerNum wallets before the deadline.
TWNKL from any illegal activity (fraud, theft, gambling) won’t be moved to
the TwnklChain. Rainbow Currency holders who lost TWNKL due to these
types of illegal activity will be reimbursed - if possible – after the move.
Our main reasons for moving
Since the launch of Rainbow Currency, we found out that a public
blockchain is not the perfect environment for TWNKL. Slow transaction
times, high transaction fees, phishing, fraud, and other criminal activities is
not what we want for our Rainbow Currency holders.
On top of that, unregulated exchanges allow anonymous traders to
manipulate the value and trading volume of all cryptocurrencies. As a
result, even Bitcoin is facing a high volatility.

By having Rainbow Currency on it’s own private blockchain, the
TwnklChain, it allows Rainbow Currency to be independent of other
cryptocurriencies, because on the public blockchain, it is dependent on
Ether.
As it is our goal to establish a stable economy around Rainbow Currency, a
fixed minimum price is crucial for success. Many websites are already
accepting TWNKL at the official rate of US$0.01:
www.eeboox.com

All eBooks can be paid for with TWNKL.

www.twnklbds.com

TWNKL auctions website for electronics, toys,
jewelry, and all kinds of products.

www.solario.online

Join the Solar Energy Revolution and buy
vouchers for clean energy with TWNKL.

www.cbm.directory

Buy marketing budget for online advertising
with TWNKL

www.safe.zone

As a small or medium business, you can offer
your customers more privacy and security.

If you have further questions about this announcement or the move of
Rainbow Currency to the TwnklChain, please read the July 19, Breaking
News on RainbowCurrency.com and see the FAQ on this page:
https://www.allaboutsafezone.com/faqtwnklchain

